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Introduction
Teeth Men, comprised of Kendra Tackett, Bram
Santiago, Hannah Davis, Jackie Hernandez, and
Mandi Bosse, were assigned to re-invent matching
web and mobile systems for a local dentist
practice named Denton Family Dentistry. Without
rebranding the company, we were asked to
troubleshoot their current online system and
design a mobile first design to improve the
functionality of the site. By designing mobile
first, we are focusing on the functionality of the
site on a mobile device, which may be more common
for a user to interact with than a desktop
version. The redesigned systems were also required
to comply with ADA protocol to make their site
accessible to users with various disabilities that
might effect their interaction or ability to use
the system.

Research.

RESEARCH

Teamwork App
To build a foundation of roles and strengths
for our team, Teeth Men used the “Teamwork”
app to help us form our group dynamic
1.

Mandi Bosse, Calming Influence

“You are a flexible, open-minded, and
innovative thinker. As someone who is
motivated and enthusiastic, you’re keen to
explore all the angles of an idea.”
2.

Hannah Davis, Innovator

“Hannah is creative and innovative, and she
loves new experiences and meeting new
people. Confident and outgoing, she is a
spontaneous and individualistic person.”
3.

Jacqueline Hernandez, Conscience

“Jacqueline is creative and intellectually
curious. As an abstract thinker, he/she loves
ideas - especially new and exciting ones - and
he/she is constantly on the lookout for new
challenges.”
4.

Kendra Tackett

“Kendra is open-minded, empathic, and supportive
of others, with a strong sense of duty. He/She
likes having the freedom to organize his/her own
time and do things in his/her own way.”
5.

Bram Santiago

Bram did not participate in this part of
the project.

The Alchemists:
Balancing efficient organizational process with an
openness to new ideas, Alchemists place emphasis on
high product quality. Within the framework of a
structured environment, Alchemists value employees
who are not afraid to take risks and seize
opportunities. Those with the creativity to turn
the raw materials they are given into gold will
thrive.

ORIGINAL

SITE

AND

“We’re here
to help you
achieve
your
healthiest,
brightest
smile.”

BRAND

STORY

Denton Family Dentistry is a local Denton
practice that serves families and residents of
the Denton area. Their practice offer
Pediatric, Adult, and Cosmetic Dental Services.
Located in Denton, a primarily college town
with a decent sized family community around,
DFD prides themselves on convenience and their
wide array of services.
Their current web system is very dark and
confusing. Most users have trouble locating
information due to unnecessary links and
hyperlinks throughout the site, an excess
amount of sub tabs, and deeply buried
information that should be easier to find.
Teeth Men aimed to create a stronger system that
could easily organize all of the important
information that the website hold while also
making it easier to find and operate information
and tasks.

Design
Research

Our first Mobile iteration was heavily focused on
our color palette, imagery and icons. We chose to
avoid imagery to stand out against competitors
and to better adhere to out color palette. We
chose to use Raleway as our primary font because
it has many different weights to choose from for
our various buttons, menus and headers. We used
Helvetica Neue as our secondary typeface because
it is bolder than Raleway and it offers more
readability to users who are using the
accessibility function. We decided to use it for
small body text because the line widths are
larger than Raleway, so it will be more clearly
legible at a smaller text size.
We later adapted our style towards another direction
after Hannah created the web prototype that did not
adhere to our original design research. Because we
were not involved in that design process, the rest
of the group has little to no evidence of our V2
design research.
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Mobile V1 used various elements that our team thought presented an
approachable and clean design to contrast their previous dark and confusing
site. We chose to focus on using rounded forms and rounded icons/
illustrations to play into the family-friendly aspect of the company. We
used interaction animations like loading gifs and overlay features.
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With the project being described as “mobile first”, the web prototype follows after
the mobile prototype, and typically follows the style of the mobile to create
cohesive system. However, the web prototype was designed in a completely different
style than we had originally started with. While this did not align with our mobile
style, we were encouraged to redesign our mobile system to correlate with the web
prototype’s style. The color palette removed the icons and illustrations we had from
the web and instead opted for blue shades and big, circular images appearing as
bubbles around the pages.
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After returning to the mobile prototype to re-allign the style and match it’s web
counterpart, we received feedback about the colors of the imagery, the button forms
and the unnecessary details within our style. We decided to completely abandon
icons in our systems, and instead favored images that I duo-toned to make the
images appear cohesive instead of using a transparent overlay to make our images
match the blue color palette.

Conclusion.

CONCLUSION

The Denton Family Dentistry project was
interesting in the way that we designed mobile
first and the specific aspects that were
nessecary for this particular client, like
making the site and web versions be ADA
accessible. Dental and other medical practices
or systems require lots of consideration and
testing to accurately map how to organize all
the contents of their site.

1.

Journey

Our team took an impractical route by
redesigning our mobile system after the web
system. Due to learning adjustments with Adobe
Xd, we had trouble collaborating on our systems,
and agreed to let Hannah take control of the Web
design to lay down the foundations of the
wireframes she made. Needless to say, the style
was very different from what the mobile version
looked like, and feedback from our critique told
us to instead change our original style to align
with the new web style. This was evidently
successful in the end, but was an abnormal path
to reach our final product.

2.

Obstacles

Teeth Men struggled with time management and
communication. Many members could not make time
to work on the systems as much as was expected
due to their schedules, and most of the design
work fell on Hannah and I. Collaboration was
difficult because of struggles with Adobe Xd’s
system, but also suffered from members of the
group who prefer to work independently and
struggled to accept collaboration efforts.

3.
What I Would Do Different
Though we made efforts to assign roles to the
members of the group, I spent too long waiting
for some members to fulfill their duties to
communicate or get their parts done. I wish I
had been more assertive and demanding of the
rest of the group to get sh*t done.

Changes to the System
- Use less imagery and include an equal
amount of pictures and icons
- Use illustrations on the information
heavy pages instead of the current images
used
- Change menu bars to the circular version
in V2.2

